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Overview
IndiviCare 4.0 provides the same familiar user interface that you are comfortable with, plus the
addition of new features. This document outlines these new features. For certain features, more
detailed documentation is also provide on the Indivica website (http://indivica.ca/training).
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Enhanced Master Demographic Record
The layout of the patient demographic (master) record has been rationalized and related information
is better consolidated. In addition, field locations no longer change position or order when editing,
they just allow editing in place.

The old style buttons have now been replaced with an icon and no text. However, if you hover the
cursor over the icon, it will tell you its function. For example, this is the new Edit icon:
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Quick Add a Provider
The layout of the Quick Add a Provider (and Add a Provider) screen has been modified.
•

•
•

The Type field choices have been changed to MRP, Receptionist, Resident, Nurse and Midwife.
Doctor’s accounts would use a Type of MRP and most other accounts would use a Type of
Nurse.
A new field, Discipline, has been added. The setting of this field is optional.
Note that we still recommend only using Quick Add a Provider in most cases.

Demographic Record Export and Import
IndiviCare 4.0 now supports the CMS 4.2 specification for exporting and importing patient records. In
addition, when a patient record is exported a password must be supplied which is used to encrypt and
decrypt the file.
Detailed guides on exporting and importing patient records can be found at
http://indivica.com/wp-content/uploads/doc/Indivica-Demographic_export.pdf and
http://indivica.com/wp-content/uploads/doc/Indivica-Demographic_import.pdf, respectively.

Enhanced Auditing and Logging
A new audit log has been added which contains all interactions between users and IndiviCare at a very
low level. The audit log can be found at Admin > IndiviCare > Audit Log Report. In most cases, the
existing security log, found at Admin > Security > Security Log Report, would meet the clinic’s need to
see who has accessed certain patient demographics or eCharts. In addition, the existing security log
has been enhanced with a new drop down to access HRM specific events.

Hospital Report Manager (HRM)
HRM is fully supported in IndiviCare 4.0. A detailed guide on set-up, configuration and usage can be
found at http://indivica.com/wp-content/uploads/doc/Indivica-HRM_Guide.html.
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Health Card Validation (HCV)
If the clinic is set up with webEDT then HCV is automatically enabled and is ready to be used. A health
card can be swiped on the main schedule screen and, if the patient does not exist, the following
window is displayed:

The validity of the health card is displayed at the bottom-left of the above picture. A new patient
record can now be created by clicking on ‘Create New Record”. Note that the health card must be
swiped a second time to populate the new record with patient name, Health Insurance Number, etc.
If the patient already exists when the card is swiped then the following is displayed:

The patient’s record can be directly access by clicking “Update Record”.
Anytime a health card is swiped its validity is check with MOHLTC. However, for new patients a
default HCV account must be specified if you get following message:

Go to Admin > IndiviCare > Default HCV Account, select an MRP with a valid OHIP number and then
click “Submit Query”.
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Next Available Appointment
This feature is now fully functioning in IndiviCare 4.0. However, “schedule templates” need to be
assigned to the doctor’s schedule for each day of the week that you would want to find a next available
appointment.
A detailed guide on setting up template codes and schedule templates can be found at
http://indivica.com/wp-content/uploads/doc/Indivica-Schedule_Settings.pdf.
When displaying a single day on the schedule you will see the following at the bottom of the screen:

Click on the “S” and the following pop-up window will be displayed:

At this point you can change the provider, select the day of the week you want the appointment to be
on, the time window for the appointment and the appointment type. The “appointment type” is a list
of the template codes that have been set up on the system. After “Search” is clicked a list of schedule
time options are displayed. An appointment can be made by double-clicking on one of the items in the
list:
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An example on how this feature may be used:
1. A template code of N has been created to do “meet & greet” for new patients. The appointment
duration is set to 30 minutes.
2. A schedule template is created when the time between 2:00pm and 4:00pm is set aside for new
patients.
3. This schedule template is assigned to Wednesdays only.
4. A new patient comes in and the front desk can search the next free appointment when the
doctor is available for a new patient “meet & greet”.

Drug-Drug and Drug-Allergy Interactions
IndiviCare 4.0 provides drug-drug and drug-allergy interactions via integration with First Databank
MedKnowledge. You are able to finely control the information that is displayed on the screen, in real
time, and your changes will be persistent between patients and login sessions. The interaction system
correlates both the drugs that you are currently writing the prescription for, and the drugs that have
been previously prescribed.
Please note that allergies entered into the system prior to IndiviCare 4.0 will need to be re-entered
again in order to produce valid interactions and, instead of defining them as custom allergies, use
Search instead.
A detailed guide on usage can be found at
http://indivica.com/wp-content/uploads/doc/Indivica-Rx_Interactions_Guide.html.
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Work Queue
A work queue allows you to track outstanding requests (eForms) that have been sent outside your
clinic, in particular, lab requisitions you’ve created for your patients. Note that the lab requisition
form, in the past, was under Forms in the patient’s eChart. It is now under eForms and is called “Lab
Requisition 2013”.
Before an eForm can be tracked in the work queue, it must have tracking enabled. This is set by going
to Admin > IndiviCare > IndiviCare Workqueue and the following screen will be displayed:

Sliding the buttons under Work Queue Tracking to the right enables tracking for those eForms.
To access the work queue go to your Inbox and click “Workqueue” on the top-left of the screen. This
will display the following screen:
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On the Results side (right side), all HL7 labs and scanned documents that have type="lab" are
displayed. On the Requests side (left side) are all outstanding requests (eForms) that have not yet
been dismissed.
You now have the ability to dismiss lab requisitions that have been completed due to a corresponding
results coming into the clinic. For non-lab requests, they can be dismissed if you know that the results
have been received (e.g. MRI result).
When you dismiss a request it is removed from the request list. Any results that are now earlier than
the remaining earliest outstanding request date are also removed. When you dismiss the last request
for a demographic, the demographic is removed from the work queue list.
Please note that by clicking “Create Ticklers” that ticklers will be created for all requests in the system.
This feature is still under development.
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Enhanced Flowsheets
A new Chronic Disease Management (CDM) flowsheet has been introduced in IndiviCare 4.0 along
with the ability to define your own custom disease flowsheets.

CDM Flowsheet
The CDM flowsheet is accessed via the patient’s eChart and is where you can select care elements from
various disease flowsheets to be measured and displayed.

On the top-right of the CDM screen you can select a Highlight interval value of off, last day, last 3 days,
last week, last month, last 3 months, last 6 month, and last year. Any measurements that were entered
into the system during the specified time frame will be highlighted in yellow.
Next is a list of available Flowsheets. When you select the flowsheet, the care elements associated
with that disease are displayed. This list includes custom flowsheets that apply to this patient.
Care elements and measurements are displayed in the centre of the screen with the following colour
convention:
•
•
•

Red label: indicates out of interval care elements (the measurement is overdue)
Orange measurement: indicates high values
Blue measurement: indicates low values
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On the top-left of the CDM you can use the Set Measurement Date field to specify a measurement
date other than today. Measurements added will have the date used in this field.
The next field, Display, allows you to restrict the care elements or measurements that are displayed.
After selecting the display options, click Apply to refresh the screen.

By Measurement Treatment Target will display measurements based on their target values:
•
•
•

High: Display measurements that are higher than their target range.
Normal: Display measurements within their target range.
Low: Display measurements that are lower than their target range.

By Measurement Treatment Interval will display certain care elements:
•
•

Overdue: Display overdue care elements.
Within Interval: Display care elements that are not overdue.

By Date Range will allow you to display only the measurements entered into the system within the
specified date range.
Number of Previous Measurements Shown indicates the number of measurements to show in the
Previous column, next to the Most Recent measurement.
Once measurements and comments (if applicable) are entered into their respective fields then click
“Submit” or “Submit & Close” to save the values.
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Custom Disease Flowsheets
New custom disease flowsheets can be created or modified. Note that standard system-wide disease
flowsheets (e.g. Diabetes) cannot be modified at this time. Go to Admin > Misc > Create/Edit
Flowsheets and the following screen will be displayed:

The steps to create a custom disease flowsheet are as follows:
1. Specify a flowsheet name.
2. If the flowsheet should be accessible by all providers then select All Providers, otherwise, select
a specific providers name. In this case, only the selected provider will be able to use the
flowsheet in a patient’s eChart.
3. If the flowsheet is only applicable to a single patient then provider a patient demographic
number, otherwise, leave blank.
4. Click “Create”.
Once a custom disease flowsheet is created then care elements can be added or modified. The steps
are as follows:
1. Click “Edit” next to the flowsheet you want to modify.
2. In the new screen you can modify the following fields:
• Display Name: the name shown the left-hand side of the CDM screen.
• Graphable: not implemented at this time
• Guideline: informational only
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Target values: the low and high range for results for men and women. Used to determine
if a measurement is outside the target range.
• Treatment Intervals: the period of time, in months, before a measurement is overdue.
• Category: the group the care element should be displayed under. In other words, all care
elements with a Category of “Lab Results” are grouped together on the screen.
3. Click “Add” beside the care elements you want added to the flowsheet.
4. If you need to modify an already added care element then update the above fields and click
“Update”.
5. Note that you have to refresh the screen after you make an edit to show what you've modified
and also make the buttons active again after an edit.
•
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Custom Preventions (Immunization and Screens)
Custom preventions can now be created in IndiviCare 4.0. From the patient’s eChart go to Preventions
and there is a link on the top-right of the screen called “IndiviCare Preventions”. Clicking on this link
being up the following window:

Custom preventions can also be created from Admin > IndiviCare > IndiviCare Preventions.
A new prevention can be created by clicking “Add New” and the following window is displayed:
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First define if this is an immunization or screen by clicking the appropriate button and then supply the
relevant information as per the table below and click “Save”:
Field Name
Prevention Name:
Display Name:
Health Canada Type:
ATC Code:
Description:
Reference Link:
Minimum Age:
Maximum Age:
Sex:
Show if Minimum Record
Number
Brand Name:
Manufacturer:
Lot:
DIN:

Description
The name displayed on the Prevention screen (this field is mandatory). In
most cases this field and the next two fields would have the same value.
The name displayed on IndiviCare Preventions List screen (this field is
mandatory).
Type of prevention. For example, INF for flu.
Anatomical Therapeutic Chemical code.
A more detailed description of the prevention.
Link to an external website.
Minimum age that the prevention can start.
Maximum age that the prevention should end.
Set if the prevention is gender-specific.
Currently not used.
Brand name of the immunization. This value is automatically filled when
giving the patient this immunization.
Manufacturer of the immunization. This value is automatically filled when
giving the patient this immunization.
Lot # of the immunization. This value is automatically filled when giving
the patient this immunization.
DIN of the immunization. This value is automatically filled when giving the
patient this immunization.

All user-defined preventions are displayed at the bottom of the “IndiviCare Preventions List” screen
where they can be modified or deleted once you click on the prevention name. Note that systemdefined preventions can be updated but they cannot be deleted.
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Patient Photograph
Your system now supports the ability to display a patient’s photograph on the top-right of the eChart.
However, this feature is not automatically available and you need to contact Indivica at
support@indivica.ca if you wish to have this feature enabled.
Once enabled, a photograph can be uploaded by clicking the picture at the top-right of the eChart. The
default picture displayed on the eChart is as follows:

Once you click on the picture the following is displayed:

Click “Browse” to locate the patient’s photograph on your computer and then click “Upload”. Once the
photograph is uploaded the default picture will change to the following:

Note that a green (verses an orange) image indicates that a patient’s photograph has been uploaded
and is available to be viewed by hovering the cursor over the image.
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Roster and Capitation Payment Reconciliation Reports
MOHLTC recently started delivering OHIP Payment Summary (Payment) and OHIP Roster &
Capitation Payment Reconciliation (Roster) reports via their MC EDT interface. The MC EDT
interface provides a PDF version with a corresponding XML version for the same Payment or
Roster report. The contents of the 2 files are the same - they are just formatted differently. The XML
formatted version of the file provides a way of extracting data from the reports and using it in a
meaningful way. IndiviCare has been improved to process and display the new reports with the
following features:
•
•
•

PDF files can be displayed from the View MOH Files Inbox
PSX (Payment) group XML files can be displayed from the VIEW MOH Files Inbox
RCX (Roster) solo and group XML files are processed to update patient demographic record
with ministry roster information

A detailed guide on usage can be found at
http://indivica.com/wp-content/uploads/doc/Indivica-Roster_Report.html

Data Sharing
Documentation is under development.

Ontario Lab Interface System (OLIS)
Detailed information on OLIS can be found within IndiviCare. Click “Inbox” on the IndiviCare toolbar,
click “OLIS Search” at the top of the screen and then click “Help” at the top right of the screen.
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